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Abstract1

In this article, we consider a phenotypic trait which is variable only in females and depends both2

on the individual’s allelic state at a given locus and on environmental conditions at birth. Whatever3

their genotype and environment, males express the same phenotype. The key example of such traits4

that we study here is the pigmentation of the posterior abdomen in Drosophila melanogaster, which,5

in females, is influenced by the genotype of the individual and by the environmental temperature6

during development (and is approximately constant in males). In the absence of sexual dimorphism7

and with selection acting on a trait, it has been shown that periodically fluctuating environments8

can maintain genetic variation at the underlying locus. Here, we introduce a more complex model9

integrating several important features that can also influence the genetic and phenotypic composi-10

tion of the population, in order to partially disentangle their effects on the maintenance of variation11

at the genetic and phenotypic levels. In this model, selection acts on the trait, the population is12

sexually dimorphic, individuals are diploid, the trait considered is plastic and dominance reversal13

renders the contribution of the genotype to the phenotype dependent on the environment (i.e., an14

individual heterozygous at the locus of interest tends to have a trait value which is favourable in15

the environment in which it was born). Because drosophila populations experience massive sea-16

sonal fluctuations in size due to variations in resource availability and environmental conditions,17

we model a spatially structured population with a local regulation of population sizes and whose18

demography exhibits boom and bust dynamics.19

Using simulations of a rather caricatural model of thermal adaptation based on abdominal pig-20

mentation in D. melogaster that constitute our case study, we find that, in periodically fluctuating21

environments, the combination of plasticity, dominance reversal and sexual dimorphism leads to22

oscillations of the mean female phenotype but not of allele frequencies, which tend to stabilise23

around some random value away from 0 and 1 (that is, genetic variability within the population24

is conserved). Plasticity and dominance reversal allow gradual but fast phenotypic adaptation in25

the female population, which is all the more efficient as the period of environment oscillations is26

long. However, the absence of sexual dimorphism leads to higher extinction probabilities, as not27

enough individuals exhibit the best adapted phenotype during the periods when surviving tough28

environmental conditions is crucial. Conversely, sexual dimorphism without plasticity and dom-29

inance reversal leads to phenotypic variability but no oscillations of the female population mean30

phenotype. The male population thus serves as a reserve of individuals with optimal phenotypes31

to survive harsh conditions and restart the population when better times are coming; because male32

phenotypes are independent of their genotypes, this reserve also shelters alleles associated with less33

adapted phenotypes, thereby helping to maintain genetic variability in the whole population.34

Keywords: birth-death process, locally regulated population sizes, fluctuating environment, dom-35

inance reversal, plasticity.36
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1 Introduction37

In many animal species, body pigmentation exhibits high variability, stemming either from genetic38

diversity or from phenotypic plasticity. Several mechanisms associate a selective advantage to color39

variation: mate recognition, involving sexual dimorphism [25, 41, 42, 48, 61], physiological advantage40

in ectotherms linked to thermal balance and light radiation absorption [34, 37, 45, 67], longevity,41

fecundity, production of cuticular hydrocarbons, and resistance against pathogens, parasites, UV or42

desiccation [4, 24, 46, 52, 55, 58, 69].43

Insect melanism has long served as a case study in evolutionary biology, offering examples of natural44

selection [44], genetic regulation [70], and pleiotropic effects [69]. Melanism stands out as one of the45

simplest and most prevalent instances of biodiversity in nature [64], manifesting both as intraspecific46

polymorphisms and fixed differences among closely related species, significantly influencing various47

aspects of insect biology. Drosophila melanogaster exhibits sexual dimorphism in pigmentation of the48

posterior abdomen (tergites 5 and 6): males possess a black posterior abdomen, while females display49

yellow tergites with a black stripe at the posterior margin. The extension of black pigmentation on50

female tergites is highly variable and depends on the genetic variation of a small number of genes51

and on the environmental temperature during pupal development [3, 21, 30]. The relation between52

body pigmentation and adaptation to environmental temperature and light in ectotherms as small as53

drosophilae has long been questioned. In [68], it was argued that pigmentation did not significantly54

affect the body temperature of small insects exposed to sunlight. This conclusion was challenged in55

[29], where a thermal camera was used to show that mutants or species of Drosophila with distinct56

pigmentation exhibited statistically significant differences in the rate and level at which individuals57

warmed when they were exposed to a light source mimicking the sunlight (with warming differences58

lower than one Celsius degree, hence the difficulty to measure them with older calorimetry tools).59

Consequently, even in small insects, pigmentation appears to be involved in thermoregulation, with60

fully pigmented flies reaching a slightly higher body temperature under sunlight compared to less61

pigmented flies [29].62

In temperate areas, drosophila populations live in seasonally fluctuating environments, with abun-63

dant food and warm temperatures leading to a large increase in local population sizes around summer,64

followed by more severe living conditions causing a sharp decline in population size around winter.65

In this work, we aim at disentangling the roles of the genetic and environmental components of body66

pigmentation in the maintenance of phenotypic diversity in D. melanogaster, taking into account the67

species ecology as well as specific genotype-phenotype features impacting the distribution of pheno-68

types in such populations, namely sexual dimorphism, plasticity and dominance reversal (we recall69

the definition of these terms thereafter). We also investigate the patterns of genetic diversity, and in70

particular the presence or absence of fluctuations in allele frequencies, in this situation where different71

forces go in opposite directions. Indeed, selection on an environmentally sensitive trait, coupled with72

environmental fluctuations, can lead to oscillations in allele frequencies at the loci underlying the trait73

under selection. On the other hand, plasticity and dominance reversal can limit individual maladap-74

tation by producing phenotypes that are favourable despite the individual carrying alleles that are, in75

principle, associated with deleterious phenotypes. This may result in reduced fluctuations in (or even76

stabilisation of) allele frequencies without leading to the extinction of some alleles or of the population77

itself. Because we do not assume selection due to mating preferences, the main effect that may be78

expected from the particular form of sexual dimorphism considered here (and all the more so when it79

is combined with dominance reversal) is that alleles associated with currently deleterious phenotypes80

can remain present in the male population at low cost, until the environment comes back to a state81

in which the phenotypes they produce are favourable. This phenomenon is sometimes referred to as82

a genomic storage effect [40]. In this case, the male population acts as a genetic reserve that buffers83

the allele frequency oscillations generated by the female population, which is subject to fluctuating84

selection due to alternating environments. Which of these effects has the largest impact on the genetic85

diversity seen in the whole population is one of the key questions we pose here.86

Cyclic changes in allele frequencies due to strong selection in a seasonally fluctuating environ-87

ment have been extensively studied from an empirical and theoretical point of view, starting from88

the seminal work of Timofeef-Ressovsky on the beetle Adalia bipunctata [63] and of Dobzhansky on89
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Drosophila pseudoobscura [23, 72]. Advances in fast genome sequencing led to the uncovering of90

hundreds of polymorphisms in Drosophila populations whose frequencies oscillate in a seasonal way91

[5, 50], some of them underlying fitness-related traits, and recent efforts to produce bioinformatics92

pipelines to integrate different types of data sets [43] will probably lead to a better understanding of93

the spatio-temporal genetic patterns and evolutionary dynamics of D. melanogaster populations. At94

the phenotypic level, cyclic fluctuations in life-history traits or in traits related to tolerance to different95

forms of stress have also been reported (see [1] and references therein). From the theoretical point96

of view, the long term maintenance of genetic and phenotypic diversity in multivoltine species like97

Drosophila species can be explained by different combinations of evolutionary forces such as balancing98

selection, polygenic adaptation, gene regulation, sexual antagonism, or temporally varying selection, as99

reviewed in [27, 36]. In particular, in the last decade, the role of temporally fluctuating environments100

in the maintenance of diversity (at the population and species scales, and for different organisms) has101

been the object of renewed attention [73]. Of particular interest are the impact of the period and102

amplitude of the environmental fluctuations on selection gradients [66], the conditions under which103

the interplay between selection and environmental variations generate stable, or oscillating, polymor-104

phisms [12], and the impact of the structuring of the population into different classes with distinct105

responses to selection [49]. To our knowledge, only asexual populations are considered in these models.106

Empirical observations of adaptive tracking, that is, the continuous adaptation in response to rapid107

environmental change, have recently been reported in D. melanogaster [50, 60] and in other diptera108

species [56].109

Phenotypic plasticity, defined as the property of a given genotype to produce different phenotypes110

in response to distinct environmental conditions [57], tends to partly decorrelate genetic and pheno-111

typic diversity by allowing genotypes a priori associated with less favourable trait values to give rise112

to phenotypes which are adapted, or at least less maladapted (and conversely). In drosophilae, body113

pigmentation plasticity is primarily associated with developmental temperature: lower temperatures114

during pupal development result in increasingly darker flies, aligning with the thermal budget adap-115

tive hypothesis [18, 32, 67]. Plasticity itself is a heritable and adaptive trait [47]; it may evolve in116

variable environments due to selection pressures, for instance related to the variability and reliability117

of environmental cues [8, 40]. In models and empirical investigations, a standard proxy for plasticity118

is the maximum slope of the reaction norm, and this is also our choice for the model we propose later.119

Another important question we want to address with this model is to evaluate the relative contribu-120

tions of phenotypic plasticity and of allele frequency variations in the pigmentation distribution in a121

D. melanogaster population living in a periodically fluctuating environment. Because the number of122

mechanisms that we integrate in the model is already large, we do not allow plasticity to evolve and123

we leave this interesting question for future investigations.124

Dominance reversal is another mechanism which was identified as being potentially important in125

the maintenance of genetic diversity in fluctuating environments, at least in theory [6, 15, 38, 71].126

It is defined as the property that alleles at a given locus may be dominant in selective contexts in127

which they are favourable, and recessive in contexts in which they are deleterious. In the case of body128

pigmentation in D. melanogaster, dominance reversal corresponds to heterozygotes at the loci involved129

in pigmentation being darker when environmental temperatures during pupal development are lower,130

and lighter when developing at warmer temperatures. Theoretical exploration of the consequences131

of dominance reversals on genetic diversity led to the concept of segregation lift [71] (as opposed132

to segregation load, corresponding to the cost of segregation at selectively overdominant loci), since133

segregation at the loci of interest may be advantageous at the population level due to an increased134

fraction of the population displaying favourable phenotypes. Empirical evidence of dominance reversal135

in natural populations is scarce and difficult to obtain [38], but temperature dependent dominance136

was identified in D. melanogaster [10].137

Finally, the role of a spatially heterogeneous and fluctuating environment in the maintenance of138

local genetic and phenotypic diversity has also been theoretically investigated [11, 39]. Indeed, cyclic139

selection that spatially varies in magnitude, coupled with migration, can lead to the creation of local140

reservoirs of alleles giving rise to phenotypes which are not presently favourable in neighbouring areas,141

but will be in a close future (either due to the fact that genetic drift acts less efficiently in densely142
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populated regions, and therefore locally maladapted phenotypes and genotypes are not totally wiped143

out before the environment changes and they become adapted again; or due to the fact that selection144

does not have the same direction in all regions of space and maladapted individuals in one area may145

be adapted in other areas). The effect is called the spatial storage effect [11, 39]. Note that ecological146

storage effects were also identified in models for populations with boom and bust dynamics [6], such as147

local populations of D. melanogaster, and the two effects may combine to promote genetic diversity in148

drosophila populations considered over large, inhomogeneous, regions of space. Massive genomic data149

have been collected in recent years to investigate these questions in real populations [13, 43, 59].150

To incorporate all these features into a model, we use the standard approach of defining a stochastic151

(individual-based) birth-death model, in which each individual is represented by a spatial location,152

a genotype and a phenotype and is male or female. We represent the state of the whole population153

at a given time t by a pair (νmt , ν
f
t ) corresponding to the empirical distributions over the set of all154

possible spatial locations, genotypes, and phenotypes, of the subpopulations of males and females155

considered separately. This approach finds its origins in work on spatially structured populations156

such as [7, 22], and was made rigorous in a probabilistic setting in [28]. It is now extensively used157

for the modelling and analysis of structured populations, as it constitutes a very flexible framework158

to encode and analyse dynamics in which only the way individuals are distributed over the space of159

characteristics matters (and not the precise labelling of individuals), and allows to take the ecology160

as well as the stochasticity inherent to finite populations into account. Furthermore, it comes with161

a well-developed toolbox for mathematical analysis, for the derivation of limiting dynamics (as the162

population size tends to infinity, in particular) [53] and for simulation [9, 35]. Originally used to163

model asexual populations, these measure-valued processes were then generalised to incorporate the164

case of sexual reproduction, in both haploid [17, 62] and diploid populations [14, 16, 54]. Our choice165

of birth-death dynamics departs from the classical population genetics (Wright-Fisher-type) approach166

that most of the previously cited work use, in which population size is held constant by assuming that167

every birth is compensated by the death of another individual. In our model, birth and death rates168

are modulated by the environment, and a local regulation of population sizes is enforced through a169

density-dependent competition term.170

Another biological field and mathematical framework in which the relative contributions of the171

genetic and environmental components of a phenotypic trait have been extensively studied is quanti-172

tative genetics. In this family of models, population sizes are allowed to vary but one usually assumes173

that the trait value is the sum of a genetic part, which results from the contribution of many loci174

[26, 65], and of an environmental noise encompassing all factors that are not heritable. In the extreme175

case of Fisher’s infinitesimal model [26], where an ‘infinite’ number of loci each have an ‘infinitesimal’176

contribution to the trait, the genetic part of the value of the offspring trait knowing the parental177

traits follows a Gaussian distribution [2, 26]. Based on this approximation, the impact of sexual re-178

production and selection acting on the trait in an inhomogeneous environment has been the object of179

recent theoretical work [20]. Here we consider the other extreme in which the trait value depends on a180

single locus, caricaturing the fact that only few genes are involved in female abdominal pigmentation181

variation in D. melanogaster.182

The model is introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, using simulations we investigate, separately and183

in different combinations, the impact of sexual dimorphism, dominance reversal and plasticity on the184

phenotypic and genetic diversity when the population of interest experiences periodic environmental185

fluctuations and selection acts on the phenotypic trait. We do not consider spatially heterogeneous186

selection, as many scenarios would then have to be explored and this requires a full study on its own.187

Finally, these results are discussed in Section 4.188

2 The stochastic individual-based model189

Let us first set the main notation. Each individual in our population has a spatial location x taking
values in a bounded domain X of R2, a genotype g taking values in a finite set G = {g1, . . . , gK}, and
a phenotype up taking values in a compact set Up of Rq. When convenient, we shall abbreviate the
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set of characteristics of an individual as c = (x, g, up), this variable thus belonging to

C := X × G × Up. (1)

In the case study presented in Section 3, we take X = (−1000, 1000)2, G = {AA,Aa, aa} (correspond-190

ing to a single biallelic locus in a diploid population), and the phenotype is a one-dimensional variable191

taking values in Up = [0, 10] and describing the intensity of abdominal pigmentation.192

Because we want to explicitly model density dependence on both sexes for reproduction, as well as
sexual dimorphism, it is more convenient to consider the male and female subpopulations separately.
Mathematically speaking, at any time t ≥ 0, each of these subpopulations is represented by its
empirical distribution, that is, the counting measure on C giving mass 1 to the triplet of characteristics
c = (x, g, up) of each individual alive at time t:

νmt =
∑
i∈V m

t

δ(xi
t,g

i,ui
p) and νft =

∑
i∈V f

t

δ(xi
t,g

i,ui
p), (2)

where V m
t and V f

t are respectively the set of labels of males and females present in the population193

at time t, δc denotes a Dirac mass at c, xit is the position at time t of individual i (which will change194

through time, hence the dependence on t), and gi, uip are the genotype and phenotype of individual i195

(supposed to be fixed throughout its life). We writeM for the set of all finite counting measures on C.196

The state of the whole population at time t is then described by the pair (νmt , ν
f
t ) ∈ M2, and we are197

interested in the dynamics of the process (νmt , ν
f
t )t≥0. Note that this formalism is totally equivalent198

to following the collection of characteristics {(xit, gi, uip), i ∈ V m
t ∪ V

f
t } (which is what is done in199

simulations of this process), but it will be more convenient to use when formulating the population200

dynamics below.201

For a bounded function f : C → R and a counting measure ν ∈M, we have∫
C
f(c) ν(dc) =

∑
i

f(xi, gi, uip), (3)

with the sum on the right-hand side being taken over all atoms in ν. For convenience, in what follows202

we shall mostly use the integral form on the left-hand side of (3) when referring to such quantities.203

In terms of our application, we are simply summing the value of the function f applied to each204

individual’s characteristic, over all individuals in the population. For example, if the function f is the205

indicator function of a set E1 × E2 × E3 ⊂ X × G × Up, then
∫
f(x, g, up)ν(dx, dg,dup) counts how206

many individuals in the population encoded by ν have a spatial location which is in E1, a genotype207

in E2 and a phenotype in E3.208

We start from an initial empirical distribution of males and females (νm0 , ν
f
0 ) at time 0.209

Movement210

We suppose that individuals move in space during their lifetimes, independently of each other and211

according to Brownian motion normally reflected at the boundary of the domain X . In this work,212

we assume that the diffusion coefficient σ2 is the same for all individuals. The generalisation to a213

trait-dependent diffusion coefficient is briefly discussed in Section 4.214

Reproduction215

The reproductive dynamics of the population can be summarised as follows. Each female reproduces at216

a given rate, which depends on the availability (and amount) of males in a neighbourhood around her.217

To ease the formulation of the dynamics, the total reproduction rate of a female is split into the different218

rates at which it may reproduce with males of given genotypes. The genotypes of the offspring then219

follow Mendelian inheritance (likewise, they have probability 1/2 to be males, independently of each220

other), and offspring are born at the location of their mother. Their phenotypes depend on their sexes,221

genotypes and environment at birth (characterised by the time and spatial position of their birth).222
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In view of our application to abdominal pigmentation in D. melanogaster, we suppose that males223

have a fixed phenotype ump . Female phenotypes are determined by functions of their genotype and224

environment at birth that take plasticity and dominance reversal effects into account. All individuals225

(males and females) can also die independently of each other at a given rate (corresponding to natural226

death), or through local density-dependent competition for resources.227

Let us now introduce this dynamics in more details. Recall that K is the number of possible228

genotypes (i.e., the cardinality of G). For each genotype gl ∈ G, let λgl
: (x, g, up, i, t) 7→ λgl

(x, g, up, i, t)229

be a nonnegative function defined on C×(R+)2. These functions will be used to define the instantaneous230

reproduction rates of females with characteristics (x, g, up) at time t, and the i coordinate will be used231

to encode the dependence of these reproduction rates on the current state of the male population. We232

also define a spatial interaction kernel I : R2 → R+, which will encode the intensity of the interaction233

between two individuals at separation z ∈ R2. For instance, I may be a truncated Gaussian kernel,234

or the indicator function of a ball of radius R around 0 (i.e., individuals need to be within distance R235

of each other to interact). For simplicity, we shall use the same kernel I for births and deaths.236

Remark 2.1. Here the interaction kernel only depends on the spatial separation between pairs of237

individuals. We may use a more general interaction kernel of the form I(x − x′)W ((g, up), (g′, u′p)),238

with W : (G × Up)2 → R+ describing how the intensity of interaction depends on the individuals’239

phenotypes and genotypes. This could allows us to incorporate mating preferences based on phenotypes,240

or genetic incompatibilities.241

We start from the initial distributions (νm0 , ν
f
0 ) for the male and female subpopulations, and then

proceed as follows. Each female present in the population, say with characteristics (x, g, up) at the
time t we consider, reproduces with a male of genotype gl at instantaneous rate

Λgl
(x, g, up, νmt , t) := λgl

(
x, g, up,

∫
X×{gl}×Up

I(x′ − x)νmt (dx′, dg′,du′p), t
)
. (4)

In words, the fourth coordinate of λgl
in (4) counts the total intensity of interaction of the female242

located at x with males of genotype gl around her.243

This holds true independently for every gl ∈ G, and so the total instantaneous rate at time t at
which a given female with characteristics (x, g, up) reproduces is

Λ(x, g, up, νmt , t) :=
K∑
l=1

Λgl
(x, g, up, νmt , t). (5)

Females are supposed to reproduce independently of each other, and all of them produce an average244

number of offspring equal to λ, where λ > 0 is fixed. When the genotype of the father is gl (and g is the245

genotype of the mother, as above), the reproduction event gives rise to a random number of offspring246

of different sexes and genotypes, and their phenotypes is decided in a second step. The number of247

male (resp., female) offspring with genotype gl′ are all independent of each other and follow a Poisson248

distribution with parameter (λ/2)pgl′ (g, gl), where pgl′ (g, gl) is the probability that an offspring of249

parents with genotypes g and gl has genotype gl′ under Mendelian inheritance. These variables are250

respectively denoted by Nm
l′ and Nf

l′ , and we write N for the total number of offspring.251

Remark 2.2. By standard properties of independent Poisson random variables, the total number of
offspring

N =
K∑
l′=1

Nm
l′ +

K∑
l′=1

Nf
l′

follows a Poisson distribution with parameter λ. Conditionally on N = n, the full vector of offspring
numbers

(
Nm

1 , ..., N
m
K , N

f
1 , ..., N

f
K

)
follows a multinomial distribution Multinomial(n, π), with

π :=
(
pg1(g, gl)

2 , . . . ,
pgK (g, gl)

2 ,
pg1(g,gl)

2 , . . . ,
pgK (g, gl)

2

)
.
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Finally, let us allocate phenotypes to these offspring. Male offspring always have the same pheno-252

type ump , irrespective of their genotype and environment at birth. The phenotypes of female offspring253

are given by a function Ψf : X × G × R+ → Up. That is, a female offspring born at location x, with254

genotype g and at time t will have phenotype Ψf (x, g, t) ∈ Up. Phenotypes are assumed to remain255

constant throughout the individual’s life.256

Remark 2.3. Here we do not explicitly model developmental stages that may take place between birth257

and adulthood (such as the pupal stages in D. melanogaster). Instead, we assume that newborns appear258

in the adult stage and can start reproducing directly after being born.259

Death260

Recall the interaction kernel I defined for reproduction events, and let µ : (x, g, up, i, t) 7→ µ(x, g, up, i, t)
be a nonnegative function defined on C × (R+)2. Each individual alive at time t in the population,
male or female and with characteristics (x, g, up), dies at an instantaneous rate

D(x, g, up, νmt , ν
f
t , t) := µ

(
x, g, up,

∫
C
I(x′ − x)

(
νmt (dx′, dg′,du′p) + νft (dx′, dg′,du′p)

)
, t

)
. (6)

In words, the death rate of an individual is a function of its characteristics, of the intensity of its261

interactions with the other individuals (males and females) around it and of the time considered.262

Simulation of the process263

An algorithmic construction of such processes is standard and can be found in [9]. Due to the contin-264

uous change in positions of individuals generated by reflected Brownian motion and the dependency265

of the reproduction and death rates on these positions, we could not use the efficient simulation tools266

developped in [35] for our case study and, instead, we wrote a simulation code in Python which is267

available on GitHub. Time and memory constraints limited our ability to generate large numbers of268

replicates for each of the scenarios we explored, which explains the rather small number of realisations269

of the stochastic process displayed in the figures presented in the following section.270

3 Pigmentation-related genetic and phenotypic diversity in Droso-271

phila melanogaster populations272

We now turn to our case study on D. melanogaster body pigmentation. Figure 1 shows the significant273

variation in pigmentation of the posterior abdomen in females of different genetic variants of D.274

melanogaster, and in particular in the A5, A6 and A7 cuticular segments. Male always display a dark275

pigmentation (not shown).276

Because our aim is to highlight principles, and not to provide quantitative predictions of allele277

frequencies and phenotypic variability, we study a caricature of the interplay between the genetic and278

the environmental components of pigmentation. The phenotype is encoded as a number in [0, 10], with279

0 corresponding to the lightest pigmentation and 10 to the darkest. Males always have pigmentation280

intensity 10. The environmental component of pigmentation in females is driven by the environmental281

temperature at birth, which is a function of the spatial location and time of the birth event denoted282

by θ(x, t). To simplify the analysis, we suppose that a single biallelic gene influences the pigmentation283

intensity, with an allele A giving rise to darker phenotypes (favoured at low temperatures, as dark284

flies warm up slightly better) and an allele a giving rise to lighter phenotypes (favoured at higher285

temperatures, as lightly pigmented flies then warm up slightly less). Moreover, we suppose that286

pigmentation in females is plastic (the same genotype possibly leading to different phenotypes) and287

subject to dominance reversal: a female with genotype Aa will have a pigmentation similar to that288

of a female homozygous for the A allele when the temperature at birth is low, while it will be similar289

to the pigmentation of a female homozygous for the a allele when the temperature at birth is in the290

highest part of the range. The mapping relating genotype, environment and phenotype is a function291

Ψf defined thereafter. Let us emphasise again that female phenotypes are decided at their birth and292
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Figure 1: Abdominal pigmentation of female Drosophila melanogaster flies from the isogenic lines Dark
and Pale, and F1 crosses of Dark and Pale individuals grown at different environmental temperatures
(18°C, 25°C and 29°C). For all genotypes, most of the phenotypic variation occurs on the A6 and A7
segments, which are the segments that we use to calibrate our model parameters. At all developmental
temperatures, the pigmentation of the Dark variant is darker than the pigmentation of the Pale
variant; in all genetic variants, flies developing at lower temperatures are darker than flies developing
at higher temperatures (these differences are quantified by differences in mean grey values measured
on imaged cuticles, see [19]). F1 crosses display dominance reversal: their pigmentation is close to the
Dark pigmentation at low developmental temperatures, and close to the Pale pigmentation at high
developmental temperatures. See [19, 30] for more details.

depend on the environmental temperatures at that moment; if the environment then changes, the293

individual may become maladapted even though it was adapted in the early moments of its life.294

3.1 Model parameters295

We take X = (−1000, 1000)2, G = {AA,Aa, aa} (genotypes), Up = [0, 10] (phenotypes). Time is296

considered in days, so that T = 365 corresponds to a complete year.297

The choice of considering a single bi-allelic locus exhibiting dominance reversal for pigmenation
is based on previous empirical work on the Dark and Pale isogenic lines [19], in which most of the
difference in pigmentation is due to a single autosomal locus. The reaction norm of the pigmentation
of the A6 segment was studied in [31], where it was found to be well-described by a polynomial of
order 3. For the sake of simplicity (and because it is more easily compared with other studies based
on reaction norms), we approximate this curve by a sigmoid function with an inflection point at 25°C
(see Figure 3, left). To properly define the reaction norm we use, for α ≥ 0 let σα be the function

σα(x) = 1
1 + exp(−αx) , for all x ∈ R. (7)
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Figure 2: Representation of the temperature function θ over 6 years, with C = 11 (constant across
space) and T = 365. Temperatures oscillate between 10°C and 32°C.

Environmental temperature298

The temperature at any point in space and any time is given by the periodic function θ defined by

θ(x, t) = C(x)
(

sin
(2πt
T

)
+ 1

)
+ 10, (8)

where C(x) is the local amplitude of the fluctuations and T is their period. In what follows, we do299

not explore scenarios where the amplitude C(x) depends on the spatial location x, and we simply take300

C to be a constant. Figure 2 shows an example of temperature functions. Our simulations always301

start by a period of increase in temperature, so that the burn-in period of the simulation is always302

favourable. This prevents erratic initial crashes of population sizes (followed by extinction) before the303

population has actually experienced a full period of environmental fluctuations.304

The minimal and maximal possible temperatures at site x are respectively

θmin = 10 and θmax(x) = 2C(x) + 10. (9)

Phenotype as a function of the genotype and the environment305

All males have phenotype ump = 10. The pigmentation of a female with genotype g born at site x at
time t (and thus at temperature θ(x, t)) is given by the function Ψf defined as follows:

Ψf (x, g, t) =


3.5σ1(26− θ(x, t)) + 6.5 if g = AA,
10σ0.8(24.8− θ(x, t)) if g = Aa,
6.5σ0.6(20− θ(x, t)) if g = aa.

(10)

These functions can be visualised in Figure 3 (left). Observe that females with genotypes AA tend to306

have a dark pigmentation (i.e., phenotypic values close to 10), while females with genotypes aa tend307

to have a light pigmentation (phenotypic values closer to 0). Heterozygous females exhibit dominance308

reversal.309

These choices of functions are based on experimental measures obtained in previous work [19, 30].310

The reaction norm for heterozygous females was inspired by [31] and calibrated with data from F1311

crosses obtained in the lab (see also Figure 1). An estimation of the pigmentation intensity in two312

D. melanogaster lines, Dark and Pale, for different temperatures at development (18°C, 25°C and313

29°C) was obtained in [19] (see Figure 1B in this article). Interpolating between these values to obtain314

a sigmoid function, and using the reaction norm for Dark (resp., Pale) females as a proxy for the315

reaction norm corresponding to AA (resp., aa) females, we obtain the functions Ψf for homozygous316

females displayed in (10).317
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Figure 3: (Left) Pigmentation reaction norms (i.e., pigmentation intensity as a function of tempera-
ture at birth) used for each genotype of male and female Drosophila melanogaster flies. The light blue
curve depicts male pigmentation, which is independent of temperature and set to 10. The dark blue
and red curves give the reaction norms for homozygous females (AA, with darker pigmentation, in
red and aa, with lighter pigmentation, in blue). The green curve corresponds to heterozygous females,
which exhibit dominance reversal (Aa females born at low temperatures have a pigmentation similar
to AA females, while those born at high temperatures have a pigmentation similar to aa females).
(Right) Mismatch functions for a dark phenotype (blue) and a light phenotype (red), for α = β = 1.

Interaction kernel318

We fix a distance δ > 0, below which the intensity of pairwise interaction is constant and above which
this intensity is 0 (that is, individuals interact only if they are at distance at most δ of each other).
In formula:

I(x) = 1
Vol(B(0, δ)) 1{‖x‖≤δ}, for all x ∈ R2, (11)

where Vol(B(0, δ)) is the volume of a ball of radius δ.319

Reproduction rates320

We fix a constant c > 0, and we recall the notation θmin for the minimal environmental temperature
at site x, which was introduced in (9). The instantaneous reproduction rate at time t of a female with
characteristics (x, g, up) ∈ C with some male of genotype gl ∈ {AA, aA, aa} when the current male
population is described by the measure νm, as specified in (4), is taken to be

Λgl
(x, g, up, νm, t) := c(θ(x, t)− θmin)

(
σ0.18

(∫
X×{gl}×[0,10]

I(x′ − x)νm(dx′, dg′,du′p)
)
− 0.5

)
. (12)

The reproduction rate is proportional to θ(x, t)−θmin, which decreases when the temperature decreases321

(modelling the reduction in available resources, and hence the slowdown in reproduction, as winter322

approaches) and increases as the temperature increases (modelling the increase in resources as summer323

approaches). The choice of σ0.18 here was made so that the reproduction rate starts saturating when324

about 10 individuals are in the neighbourhood of the focal female.325

Death rates326

First, let us define two families ofmismatch functions, Dark and Light, that will be used to quantify the327

mismatch between pigmentation and environmental temperature induced respectively by a dark and328

a light pigmentation. We shall assume that dark flies are more adapted (and therefore die at a slower329

rate) in a cold environment, while they are less adapted and die faster in a warm environment. The330

reverse holds true for lightly pigmented drosophilae. This influence of the temperature is fine-tuned by331

two parameters α, β, which are meant to allow the impact of pigmentation to depend on temperature332

differently in winter and in summer. The functions Darkα,β and Lightα,β will be used in the definition333
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of the death rates. Recall the notation θmax(x) for the maximal environmental temperature at location334

x defined in (9).335

Let α, β > 0, and for every temperature value θ, let

Darkα,β(θ) = ασ0.6(θ − 11) 1{θ≤21} + (βσ0.6(θ − 29) + α) 1{θ>21}, (13)

and
Lightα,β(θ) =

(
ασ0.6(11− θ) + β

)
1{θ≤21} + ασ0.6(29− θ) 1{θ>21}. (14)

Figure 3 (right) shows a graph of these functions when α = 1 = β. The form of these functions336

is motivated by the biology of D. melanogaster : outside the (approximate) range [10°C,32°C], the337

fly survival probability is low without specific adaptation. For dark flies, the mismatch between338

pigmentation and temperature increases fast over [10°C,17°C] and over [25°C,32°C], as the advantage339

of a dark pigmentation is mainly felt when temperatures are low and its disadvantage is particularly340

felt when temperatures are high. The converse is true for lightly pigmented flies.341

Finally, we can write down an expression for the individual death rate. To this end, we fix α, β > 0
and let dn, dc ≥ 0 be two constants which will be respectively used in the natural death rate, and
in the death rate due to competition. The instantaneous death rate at time t of an individual (male
or female) with characteristics (x, g, up), in a global population described by the pair (νm, νf ), as
specified in (6), is given by

D(x, g, up, νm, νf , t) :=
[
up
10 Darkα,β(x, t) +

(
1− up

10
)

Lightα,β(x, t)
]
(θmax(x)− θ(x, t))

×
(
dn + dc

∫
C
I(x′ − x)

(
νm(dx′,dg′,du′p) + νf (dx′,dg′,du′p)

))
. (15)

In this formula, the first part describes the mismatch between the individual pigmentation and the342

current environmental temperature, obtained by interpolating between the mismatch corresponding343

to the darkest and the lightest phenotypes. The second part, of the form θmax(x)− θ(x, t), decreases344

when the environmental temperature θ(x, t) increases (that is, flies die at a slower rate as summer345

approaches), and increases when θ(x, t) decreases (mimicking the global increase in death rates as346

environmental conditions become harsher). Following (8), this component of the death rate is periodic,347

with period T . Finally, the last part is the sum of a constant death rate dn modelling natural death,348

and of a competition term given by the product of the constant dc and the total density of individuals349

in a neighbourhood of radius δ around our focal individual.350

Simulation parameters351

All the simulations of our model presented thereafter span 6 years, with a time unit of a day. Unless352

otherwise specified, the period of the environmental oscillations is taken to be T = 365 days (cf.353

Figure 2), all simulations starting at 21°C and with temperatures initially increasing in order to avoid354

early population crashes before the dynamics generated by seasonal fluctuations start taking effect.355

The individual diffusion coefficient is equal to a constant m, and the average total number of offspring356

of a female during a reproduction event is λ. The time step used in the simulations is written ∆t.357

In most of the simulations presented here, we take

m = 0.001, C = 11, T = 365, λ = 100, δ = 50, c = 10, (16)
α = 1, β = 1, dn = 10, dc = 10, ∆t = 0.0001.

For this choice of parameters, we have θmin = 10 and θmax = 32.358

3.2 Impact of temperature variations on the maintenance of genetic and pheno-359

typic variation360

Figure 4 (left) shows a typical realisation of the trajectories of the total population size and the total361

number of alleles of a given genotype (including males and females – the genetic composition of the362
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Figure 4: (Left) A single realisation of the stochastic population dynamics, for the set of parameter
values (16). The dark blue curve shows the change in time of the total number of individuals with
genotype aa (including males and females), the red curve corresponds to the total number of individuals
with genotype AA and the green curve to the total number of individuals with genotype Aa. The
change in time of the total population size is given by the light blue curve. (Right) Fifty independent
realisations of the total population size process, using the same parameter values.

subpopulations of each sex is investigated in Figure 7). In this realisation of the stochastic population363

process, population sizes display marked seasonal oscillations, and heterozygotes always outnumber364

the AA and Aa subpopulations. The latter may be expected either from a fast enough alternation365

of seasons favouring the maintenance of both types of homozygotes, and therefore the constant re-366

creation of heterozygotes; it could also be due to dominance reversal effects, as female heterozygotes367

tend to be born with a pigmentation close to that of adapted homozygotes, enabling them to better368

survive in all environments. When considering multiple realisations (see Figure 4, right, where 50369

replicates of the total population size dynamics are shown), the oscillatory pattern seems to be a370

robust prediction, the other possible outcome being the extinction of the whole population during the371

first few years. The sizes of populations that survive tend to globally increase over the years; however,372

this may be an artefact of the fact that we had to restrict ourselves to parameter values giving rise373

to not too large population sizes, due to memory and time constraints. Indeed, a population whose374

size remains relatively small during a summer period is more at risk of extinction during the following375

winter, and therefore surviving several winters is more likely for populations that manage to reach376

larger sizes during summer (in other words, conditioning on non extinction biases the population size377

distribution towards larger values). Accordingly, we can observe in these simulations that extinction378

in a given winter period happens only to populations whose sizes are amongst the smallest during the379

preceding summer. We may expect this effect to be less strong when population sizes are much larger380

(as in natural populations of fruit flies, at least in summer).381

Due to the supercritical growth of the population size as soon as temperatures are high enough in382

our model, the overall survival of a population hinges on its ability to survive winters. Consequently,383

we may expect AA females, with darker phenotypes, to have a selective advantage in the long term384

and therefore to remain in relatively high frequencies in populations surviving during several years385

(recall that males are supposed to display the darkest phenotype, whatever their genotypes and envi-386

ronments). To measure this potential long term advantage of the AA subpopulation (again, without387

splitting the analysis into males and females for now), Figure 5 plots the difference between the total388

number of heterozygotes and of individuals with genotype AA (left), and the difference between the389

numbers of AA and aa individuals (right) both as a function of time, using the same 50 independent390

realisations of the whole population process as in Figure 4. Figure 5 (left) shows that if heterozy-391

gotes are constantly more numerous in a substantial fraction of the replicates, in nearly 1/5 of them392

AA individuals actually outnumber the heterozygote subpopulation. Furthermore, while we would393

expect aa females to have an advantage over AA individuals in summer, Figure 5 (right) shows that394

one of the two homozygous subpopulations seems to take the lead during the first seasons and then395

remain prevalent over the other from then on. The absolute difference between the numbers of AA396

and aa individuals seems to be larger when AA individuals are more numerous, but this effect is397
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Figure 5: (Left) Difference between the total number of Aa and AA individuals as a function of
time. (Right) Difference between the total number of AA and aa individuals as a function of time.
Both graphs are based on the same 50 independent realisations of the stochastic process describing
the whole population, with the same set of parameter values (16) as in Figure 4. Identical colors are
used on all plots for trajectories coming from the same realisation of the process. If the population
becomes extinct before the end of the simulation, the difference is set to 0 by convention.

Figure 6: (Left) Frequency of the A allele in the total population (including males and females) as a
function of time, for the same 50 realisations of the stochastic population process as in the previous
figures (and identical color allocations). (Right) Frequency of the A allele in the male population as
a function of time (same realisations of the population process as earlier). The vertical coloured lines
correspond to population extinctions, after which allele frequencies are not defined.

also associated with total population sizes being larger, at least for the realisations with the largest398

differences between AA and aa subpopulation sizes (see Figure 4, right, where the same colors are399

used for trajectories coming from the same realisation of the whole population process).400

Turning to allele frequencies, the observed patterns are quite different and do not exhibit obvious401

seasonal fluctuations. In Figure 6 (left), 50 realisations of the frequency of allele A as a function of402

time are displayed. As suggested by the counts of different genotypes shown in Figure 5, in more than403

50% of the simulations, allele A prevails over allele a. Observed A allele frequencies at the end of404

the simulations (corresponding to 6 periods of environment changes) range from 0.35 to 0.9, with a405

large variability between different realisations witnessing the stochastic nature of the allele frequency406

“trend” initiated early in the population history and then conserved through time. Figure 6 (right)407

shows the dynamics of the A allele frequency in the male subpopulation, and Figure 7 (left) shows the408

dynamics of the A allele in the female subpopulation, for the same set of realisations. No significant409

differences can be observed between the male and female populations in terms of allele frequency410

variations.411

Using the same 50 realisations of the population process, we can now explore the patterns of412

pigmentation observed in the female subpopulation (males always have the darkest phenotype, ump =413

10). For each realisation, we compute the mean of the phenotypic values of all females alive at414

every given time t, and plot this mean pigmentation intensity as a function of time. In Figure 7415
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Figure 7: (Left) Frequency of the A allele in the female population as a function of time (same
realisations as earlier). The vertical coloured lines correspond to population extinctions, after which
allele frequencies are not defined. (Right) Mean female pigmentation as a function of time, in the
same 50 realisations of the population process as in Figures 4 and 5. When a population goes extinct,
its mean pigmentation remains equal to the pigmentation intensity of the last female alive (hence the
horizontal coloured lines).

(right), we see that oscillations in temperatures generate synchronised oscillations in the mean female416

pigmentation in all of the 50 realisations of the population process, with darker average phenotypes417

(i.e., higher phenotypic values) during periods of lower temperatures and vice-versa. The amplitude of418

the phenotypic oscillations does not cover the whole range of possible phenotypes which, in agreement419

with the variations in allele frequencies depicted in Figure 7 (left), indicates that polymorphism is420

maintained at the genetic and phenotypic level at any time in the female population.421

The discrepancy between the oscillating mean (female) phenotype and the relatively stable allele422

frequencies suggests that plasticity and dominance reversal allows the population to accommodate423

cyclic environmental changes by a rapid phenotypic adaptation. To better understand this phe-424

nomenon, we considered several alternative scenarios of environmental variations. Simulating the425

population process with the same parameter values as earlier except the environmental temperature426

being held constant and equal to 21°C (the median of the [10°C,32°C] interval of temperatures in the427

previous setting) led to the extinction of the population in at most 1.5 periods of time in all of the 10428

independent replicates. Warmer constant temperatures were also tested, but they caused numerical429

issues due to the fact that local population sizes would then take very large values that our algorithm430

was not able to handle. We also explored the impact of the periodicity of environmental fluctuations,431

using again the same parameter values (16). Figure 8 shows the fluctuations in population sizes for 4432

values of the period, T = 30 days (i.e., a cycle is completed in the equivalent of a month), T = 182.5433

(a period covering half a year), T = 365 and T = 547.5 (a period covering 1.5 years). Oscillations of434

population sizes occur in all scenarios, and their frequency matches that of environmental changes.435

However, faster temperature oscillations lead to a higher extinction probability, due to the many more436

periods of low temperature experienced by the population over the course of a simulation and a shorter437

amount of time for the female population to adapt by giving birth to darker individuals when winter438

approaches. The amplitude of population size fluctuations increases with T , mostly because popula-439

tion sizes decrease to smaller values in winter without leading to population extinction. Comparing440

with the extinctions caused by small winter population sizes observed in Figure 4 (right), the larger441

survival probability during winter observed in Figure 8(d) suggests that, in the latter case, the female442

population has the time to better adapt by producing darker individuals before the environmental443

temperature reaches its minimum. The lack of oscillations in allele frequencies observed in the same444

replicate populations and the fact that both the prevalence of the A allele and of the a allele lead to445

the same survival pattern and oscillations in population sizes (see Figure 9) highlight again the role446

of plasticity and dominance reversal in this adaptation.447
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(a) T = 30 (b) T = 182.5

(c) T = 365 (d) T = 547.5

Figure 8: Population size trajectories for different values of the period T of environmental fluctuations.
All other parameter values are as in (16). For each value of T , 10 independent realisations are displayed.

3.3 Separate and combined effects of sexual dimorphism, plasticity and dominance448

reversal449

After analysing the contribution of environmental fluctuations in the maintenance and patterns of450

genetic and phenotypic diversity, we now investigate the contribution of sexual dimorphism, plasticity451

and dominance reversal.452

We start with the impact of sexual dimorphism, by contrasting our previous simulations with453

simulations where the phenotypes of males and females depend on genotypes and environmental454

temperatures at birth in the same way. In Figure 10 (left), male phenotypes are no longer constant;455

instead, we suppose that they are determined by the same function Ψf of genotype and temperature at456

birth as the function determining female phenotypes (see Equation (10)). All other parameter values457

are set to those stated in (16). Somewhat surprisingly, in all of the ten replicates the population goes458

extinct early (after at most 3 temperature cycles). By contrast, Figure 10 (right) shows that population459

survival (after the 6 cycles of environmental changes spanned by the simulations) is possible when the460

phenotypes of males and females are always equal to 10. This suggests that plasticity and dominance461

reversal are not sufficient to ensure the survival of the population when there is no guaranteed reserve462

of males adapted to low temperatures capable of helping the population to restart its growth when463

temperature starts to rise again. When phenotypes do not depend on genotypes in males, this reserve464

of more adapted individuals may also play the role of genetic reserve for the a allele, allowing the465

maintenance of both alleles during winter despite the association of the a allele with less adapted466

phenotypes in females in the case of sexual dimorphism.467

To further understand the role of plasticity in shaping the allelic and phenotypic diversity in468

the population, we simulated our population process assuming that there was neither plasticity nor469

dominance reversal: all males have a phenotype value 10, all AA females have phenotype 9, all Aa470

females have phenotype 5 and all aa females have phenotype 1. Setting the darkest female phenotype471

to 9 allows males to still have a small advantage over the most adapted females during winter. As in472
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(a) T = 30 (b) T = 182.5

(c) T = 365 (d) T = 547.5

Figure 9: Frequencies of the A allele as a function of time, in the same replicate populations as in
Figure 8 (identical colors are used for trajectories coming from the same realisation of the process).
The vertical coloured lines correspond to population extinctions, after which allele frequencies are not
defined.

Figure 6, a global trend with no clear seasonal fluctuations can be observed in A allele frequencies in473

the female population (Figure 11, left), but now mean female phenotypes also do not exhibit seasonal474

fluctuations (Figure 11, right). Instead, they seem to stabilise around a random value ranging from 4475

and 7.5 in the simulations displayed in Figure 11 (with nontrivial fluctuations remaining around this476

value, due at least to the stochasticity of births and deaths).477

Finally, we removed plasticity, dominance reversal and sexual dimorphism from the dynamics by478

assuming that all AA individuals (males and females) have phenotype 9, all Aa individuals have479

phenotype 5 and all aa individuals have phenotype 1 (independently of the environment in which480

they were born). Figure 12 displays ten realisations of such dynamics, with the same parameter481

values as in (16). In line with what was already observed in Figure 10 (left), the absence of sexual482

dimorphism leads to higher a higher extinction probability for the population. However, the variability483

in extinction times is higher, and some populations survive more periods of low temperatures than484

in the case where individuals can gradually adapt their phenotypes in the approach of winter. This485

speaks again in favour of the necessity of having a sufficiently large reserve of individuals with the best486

adapted (i.e., the darkest) phenotypes to survive winter. This reserve is more difficult to build in the487

presence of plasticity and dominance reversal, as adaptation during periods of temperature decrease488

is gradual and gives rise to a gradient of dark pigmentations within the population, rather than to a489

subpopulation of individuals all with pigmentation very close to 10. In the few surviving populations490

shown in Figure 12, the frequency of the A allele in the female population increases over time, and491

seems to be converging to 1. This is in keeping with the conclusions drawn from Figure 10 (right), in492

which setting all phenotypes to the darkest value 10 allowed the population to survive better over the493

few periods of environmental fluctuations considered in our simulations.494
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Figure 10: (Left) Population size trajectories when the same function Ψf as for female phenotypes
is used to determine male phenotypes at birth. Ten independent realisations are displayed. (Right)
Population size trajectories when both female and male phenotypes are constant equal to 10 (the
darkest pigmentation possible). Again, ten independent realisations are displayed. There is no clear
explanation for the plateau observed during each ‘spring’; it may be due to the fact that the maladap-
tation of dark phenotypes above 25°C transiently compensates for the increased reproduction rate
due to warmer temperatures, until temperatures are sufficiently warm for reproduction to win over
individual death and population growth to start again.

4 Discussion495

We have introduced a general model for spatially structured populations in fluctuating environments,496

exhibiting sexual dimorphism for a phenotype which is (i) dependent on both the individual genotype497

and the environment state at its birth, (ii) plastic and (iii) subject to dominance reversal, and with498

selection acting on this phenotype. To analyse such a multi-factorial system, we have focused on the499

case study of abdominal pigmentation in D. melanogaster, in which natural selection is driven by local500

environmental temperatures: during summer (i.e., when temperatures are high), lightly pigmented501

flies are more adapted as they warm up slightly less then darker flies; on the other hand, during502

winter (i.e., when temperatures are low), flies with a darker pigmentation are more adapted as they503

warm up slightly more efficiently. Males have a constant phenotype, corresponding to the darkest504

pigmentation possible, while female pigmentation is variable. The explicit spatial structure of the505

model allows us to incorporate local competition effects that regulate population sizes in summer (when506

the population would grow exponentially fast without regulation), as well as the small population effect507

of winter during which low population densities may prevent individuals to find mates in an reasonably508

close neighbourhood around them, thereby adding to the already difficult temperature conditions509

experienced by the individuals. Temperatures (and hence selection pressures) were supposed to be510

the same everywhere in space and to oscillate in a seasonal manner. Simulations were carried out511

for a number of steps corresponding to 6 years, with the period of environmental oscillations being512

fixed to a year (mimicking the annual cycle of environmental temperatures) unless otherwise specified.513

In particular, our aim was not to investigate the long term behaviour of such a population, but to514

understand its dynamics and diversity over a few periods of environmental fluctuations.515

The most striking outcome of our analysis is the fact that, in all populations which persisted over516

the time span of the simulations, genetic as well as phenotypic variation was maintained. When sexual517

dimorphism, plasticity and dominance reversal acted in combination, oscillations of the mean female518

pigmentation were observed but no seasonal patterns were found for the frequency of the A allele in519

the female population. This can be interpreted as the property that plasticity and dominance reversal520

allow the female population to adapt to variations of its environment by using the genetic diversity521

presently available; as a consequence, the effect of selection on allelic frequencies is limited. This seems522

to be at odds with the observed oscillations of allele frequencies at many loci in Drosophila species523

[5, 50]. However, these loci were not proved to be associated with sexually dimorphic phenotypes that524

are plastic and/or subject to dominance reversal, and therefore our predictions do not apply to them.525

In addition, in our simulations alleles frequencies did fluctuate in time, even though these fluctuations526
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Figure 11: (Left) Frequencies of the A allele in the female population as a function of time, in the
absence of plasticity and dominance reversal. Parameter values are as in (16), except that all females
with genotype AA have pigmentation intensity 9, Aa females have pigmentation intensity 5 and aa
females have pigmentation intensity 1. Ten independent replicates are shown. (Right) Mean female
pigmentation as a function of time, in the same replicate populations (identical color allocation in
the two subfigures). Vertical coloured lines correspond to population extinctions, after which allele
frequencies and mean pigmentation are not defined.

were of limited amplitude and not cyclic. Identifying small ‘Brownian’-like fluctuations vs. cyclic527

oscillations of small amplitude from real allele frequency data may not be an easy task.528

Adaptation to the fluctuating environment occurs fast enough to generate oscillations of the mean529

female phenotype that are synchronised with the oscillations of the environment. This adaptive530

tracking appears to be all the more efficient as the period of environmental oscillations increases.531

However, in the absence of sexual dimorphism, it seems not to be sufficient to guarantee that winter532

populations are adapted enough to persist and start growing again when temperatures increase again.533

This suggests that the variability in phenotypes obtained via gradual adaptation leads to a global534

maladaptation of the population in winter, with too small a fraction of individuals displaying nearly535

optimal phenotypes. In contrast, when males have a constant phenotype which is optimal at low536

temperatures, as in our base scenario, the male population constitutes a reserve of adapted individuals537

that remain available for reproduction when temperatures rises again. Because in males phenotypes538

are independent of genotypes, this reserve of phenotypically adapted individuals can also shelter alleles539

associated with maladapted phenotypes, and act as a genetic reserve too, in line with the genomic540

storage theory developped for asexual populations [40]. To corroborate this explanation, simulations541

in which males and females have the darkest possible phenotype show a better ability to persist.542

Actually, the effect of winter periods deserves a finer investigation. Indeed, it is hypothesized that in543

natural populations, a (potentially very small) fraction of the individuals surviving the temperature544

decline in fall find shelters that allows them to survive winter. Nothing is known of the order of545

magnitude of the size of the overwintering subpopulation, and very strong stochastic effects could546

be felt if this order of magnitude was very low. Moreover, natural populations are likely to live in547

inhomogeneous environments, with spatially variable temperature fluctuations due to differences in548

altitude or landscape. The number of scenarios to consider being very large (ranging from clines to549

highly heterogeneous and stochastic environments), we have not addressed this question here, although550

it could be done by simply changing the definition of the function θ(x, t). Another generalisation which551

can be accommodated by our model is to make the speed of spatial diffusion depend on the individual’s552

phenotype, assuming for instance that more adapted individuals are more active and, therefore, move553

around faster.554

Interestingly, despite the caricatural aspects of our model, we were able to identify biological555

relevant strategies for thermal adaptation in Drosophila species. Indeed, we observed several con-556

ditions allowing survival of the population in a regime of seasonal fluctuations of temperature: (i)557

thermal plasticity and genetic variation with sexual dimorphism, (ii) genetic variation only, with sex-558

ual dimorphism, and (iii) dark pigmentation with no plasticity, no genetic variation and no sexual559

dimorphism. These conditions correspond to what is observed in different species of drosophilids,560
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Figure 12: (Left) Total population size trajectories in the absence of plasticity, dominance reversal and
sexual dimorphism. Parameter values are as in (16), except that all individuals (males and females)
with genotype AA have pigmentation intensity 9, Aa individuals have pigmentation intensity 5 and aa
individuals have pigmentation intensity 1. Ten independent replicates are shown. (Right) Frequency
of the A allele in the female subpopulation as a function of time, in the same replicate populations
(identical color allocation in the two subfigures). Vertical coloured lines correspond to population
extinctions, after which allele frequencies are not defined.

which seem to follow distinct evolutionary strategies to adapt to fluctuating thermal environment.561

Drosophila melanogaster, the species which has inspired the model, shows thermal plasticity, genetic562

variation and sexual dimorphism for pigmentation [3, 31]. Drosophila kikkawai shows reduced thermal563

plasticity and strong genetic variation for abdominal pigmentation located at a single locus [33]. Many564

species of drosophilids have a fixed dark abdominal pigmentation in both sexes, such as Drosophila565

obscura and Drosophila saltans [51].566
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